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In Halzae: Heroes of Divinity, you fight in free-for-all or in team up to 4v4. At the beginning of each game, you choose the
Hero you want to play, each of them coming with a basic attack, and a capacity that is exclusive to him or her. You also choose
four spells that need Halzae's essence, which you pick up in each of the arenas, so that you can fire them. Use them wisely to
take down your opponents, and fulfill the objectives of the game! Break the ultimate crystal to unleash extremely powerful

spells on all enemies, or heal your allies!

CHOOSE YOUR SPELLS

At the beginning of the game, you choose your character, who has a basic attack and a specific capacity, and four spells, among
all the spells of the game. Choose them carefully, so that they are complementary!

SKILLED AND ACCURATE MOVEMENTS

Move with the keyboard, and target with your mouse. Left-click to fire your basic attack, right-click to use the specific capacity
of your Hero, and press Keyboard keys to fire the spells!

UNIQUE ARENAS

Each of the different arenas in Halzae: Heroes of Divinity is set in a unique environment, as the Egyptian desert or Greek ruins.
Some arenas host a game mode specifically designed for them!

SEVERAL GAME MODES
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You will be able to fight each other in several game modes, in free-for-all or in team. Some modes will only be available in
arcade mode, where the rules fade! Others will only be playable in specific arenas!

ULTIMATE CRYSTALS

Ultimate crystals will spawn from time to time on each arena, and in every game mode. If you destroy it, you start an
overpowered spell that will hit all your opponents, or heal all your allies!

FIXED DURATION

Each game has a fixed duration, and that will be all the time you have to defeat your opponents! And if you reach the end of the
timer without having decided who's the best, there will be extra time!
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